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the answer (!, 2 or 3) which you
namber (r, 2 or 3) in boxes At_Ar4

A8. catherine mainly gets inspired
for her novers from
1) things that happen in Ler personal
life.
2) unimportant new stories.
3) major events in the local
area.

49' The example of the shopping centre
shows that, before writing,
catherine
1) interviews a lot of peopG.
2) does a lot ofbact grounO research.
3) imagines a complete story.

A10. Catherine says her characters
1) can be identified by the people
they,re based on.
2) are exact copies ofpeopie she
has known.
3) are only loosely based on
real people.
A11. catherine is more rikety
to create a character based
on a rear personrs
i) history.
2) appearance.
3) view of the world.
A12. There is a chance that
1) Catherine will give a talk
about making films.
araomvany will buy the film
rights to Ftrr'oi'oo*n.
/)
3) there wili be a film version
o,f Ftre ot nir.-*,
A13. Catherine does not want
1) to be involved in making
the film.
2) someone else to write th"e ,cr""nplay.
3) the plot to be altered in a
major way.

Al4. Catherine believes that
1) the stories in the book
and film should be the same.
2) fiIrn and literatwe are extremely
differeni;;i;..'
3) films based on books ur",rruuliy
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A. LINUSUAL RELATIONSHIPS
B. SIMILAR CHARACTENTSNCS
C. DIFFICULT PEzuODS
D. TWO TYPES
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H. HOME ALONE
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Write a ietter to Cfuistine.
In your letter:
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answer her questions

ask 3 questions about
the sports centre

100-120 words' Remember
the rules of lener writing.
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WRITING
Write 100-120 words.
Remember the rules of
letter writine
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